Locum Tenens Billing Services
A Cost Recovery Solution

Projections indicate that up to a quarter of a billion dollars of potential revenue generated by locum tenens physicians goes unclaimed every year. Regulations, lack of resources, time constraints and billing complexities have hospitals and physician groups reticent to invest the time or resources needed to recover reimbursement dollars for temporary providers. But capturing that revenue is easier than ever with AMN Healthcare’s locum tenens billing services – the first service of its kind – dedicated to helping you recoup your reimbursement dollars. Now, with AMN Healthcare, you can manage your cash flow as well as your patient flow.

Maximize your revenue with our Locum Tenens Billing Services

Partner with AMN Healthcare’s Locums Billing Services and you could:

• Recover reimbursements for locum tenens staffing from all payer sources, including Medicare, Medicaid, Insurance and private pay
• Provide added stability to your department and enhance your revenue stream.
• Support your hospital’s “lean” operations.
• Gain access to a locum tenens sourcing and cost recovery solution – all in one!

As the trusted, experienced and proven leader in the healthcare workforce industry, AMN Healthcare and our Locum Tenens division, have the expertise to help you collect those outstanding reimbursements. We will provide a turn-key billing solution that includes:
• Credentialing
• Enrollment
• Coding
• Billing
• Collection services

With AMN Healthcare’s Locum Tenens Billing Services you will gain access to an exclusive partnership, managed by one of the largest physician-owned billing groups and the ability to better handle all of your billing and collections, from start to finish. That means reducing your staff’s billing and collections associated hassles and headaches.

Want to start maximizing your cost recovery efforts and improving your bottom line?

For more information, please contact us at (855) 869-1016 www.amnhealthcare.com

Source: This estimate is based on an extrapolation of industry-wide projections of annual locum tenens coverage provided in 2011. An exact figure of unclaimed Medicare locum tenens reimbursements was unavailable at time of publication.

We’ve earned The Joint Commission’s Gold Seal of Approval™